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DUBAI: AVEVA, a global leader in industrial software,
driving digital transformation and sustainability, yes-
terday announced that it has become the 47th compa-
ny in the FTSE 100 to join the United Nation’s Race to
Zero campaign.  “By joining the Race to Zero initiative

and aligning to the high-
est level of ambition for
climate targets under the
Paris Agreement, AVEVA
is leading by example on
climate action. We are
demonstrating our com-
mitment to work across
our entire value chain to
help avoid global impacts
from climate change. We
are also pleased to be
joining many of our cus-
tomers in this initiative, as
well as key partners,

including Microsoft, Accenture and Schneider Electric,
that have already committed to this pledge,” comment-
ed Peter Herweck, AVEVA CEO. 

Race to Zero is a global campaign designed to rally
leadership and support from businesses, cities,
regions, and investors for a healthy, resilient, zero car-
bon recovery that prevents future threats, creates jobs,
and unlocks inclusive, sustainable growth. It aims to
mobilize a coalition of leading net zero initiatives and
is the largest ever alliance committed to achieving net
zero carbon emissions by 2050. Collectively partici-
pants now cover nearly 25 percent of global CO2
emissions and over 50 percent of GDP. AVEVA’s
objective is to build momentum and spur rapid action

around decarbonization ahead of COP26, where gov-
ernments must strengthen their contributions to the
Paris Agreement.

Andrew Griffith MP, the UK’s Net Zero Business
Champion also commented, “Congratulations to
AVEVA on joining the UN’s Race to Zero campaign.
This demonstrates great leadership and goes hand
in hand with the company’s work to support clients
like National Grid and Anglian Water in creating a
positive impact on the environment. AVEVA joins
46 other FTSE100 companies in the Race to Zero,
together representing over a trillion pounds in mar-
ket capitalization. With just 100 days to go until we
host the COP26 Summit in Glasgow - the time to
act is now.” 

Collaborating to nurture sustainability 
AVEVA has already joined a number of corporate

sustainability initiatives to date that bring together
companies to work on climate challenges collectively,
including BSR and the UN Global Compact. Most
recently AVEVA joined The Renewable Energy Buyers
Alliance (REBA) a joint collaboration of large clean
energy buyers, energy providers, and service
providers that, together with NGO partners, are
unlocking the marketplace for all nonresidential energy
buyers to lead a rapid transition to a cleaner, prosper-
ous, zero-carbon energy future.

“AVEVA, remains committed to lead sustainable
innovation and we are taking affirmative actions to
embed sustainability into our operations, our culture
and our core business strategy,” commented Herweck.
“By being part of the Race to Zero initiative, we are
leading by example and setting the direction we will

take to drive sustainability throughout our own opera-
tions, and the software we develop for our customers
globally. We will continue to formalize our sustainabili-
ty pledges across all our focus areas as well as devel-
op interim goals to help us report and communicate on
our progress, and we look forward to sharing more
details in the months to come.” 

Yesterday’s AVEVA announcements builds on a

recent climate mitigation commitment made by AVE-
VA as part of its long-term sustainability agenda. In
June 2021, the company announced its commitment to
reach net zero greenhouse gas emissions across its
operations (Scopes 1 & 2) by 2030, as well as its plans
to submit ambitious mitigation targets for external val-
idation by the Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi)
before the end of the fiscal year. 

AVEVA signs up to join United 
Nation’s Race to Zero campaign 

Industrial software leader joins initiative to achieve net zero carbon emissions by 2050

Peter Herweck

Al-Tijari announces 
winners of Al-Najma 
weekly, salary draws
KUWAIT: Commercial Bank of Kuwait conducted the
weekly draws on Al-Najma Account and Salary Transfer
Campaign for Sunday July 18 and July 25, 2021. The
draws were conducted in the presence of Ministry of
Commerce and Industry representative Ahmad Al-
Basman yesterday.

The results of the draws were as follows:
For July 18, 2021

1. Al-Najma weekly account - the prize of KD 5,000
went to the winner Sheikh Mubarak Faisal Al-Sabah

2. Salary account campaign - the prize of up to KD
1,000 went to the winner Jamal Saad Al-Otaibi

For July 25, 2021
1. Al-Najma weekly account - the prize of KD 5,000

went to the winner Rachid Salah Khazzam
2. Salary account campaign - the prize of up to KD

1,000 - went to the winner Habiba Ali Al-Obaid 
The bank stated that the salary campaign is aimed at

customers who transfer their salaries of KD 500 or more
to the bank, especially Kuwaiti employees and residents
working in the government, oil sectors and companies
listed with the bank as well as retirees, and take advan-
tage of the benefits of this campaign and get an instant
cash gift from KD 250 to KD 500 or an interest-free loan
of five times the salary and a maximum of KD 10,000,
Kuwaiti pensioner, along with expatriate customers who
transfer their debt amounting to KD 10,000 or above to
the bank will receive an instant cash gift of 1 percent from
their transferred debt.   

The bank stated that Al-Najma Account prizes are
distinguished by the highest cash prize and diversity of
prizes throughout the year clarifying that the account
offers weekly prize of KD 5,000, monthly prize of KD
20,000 and a semi-annual prize of KD 500,000 in addi-
tion to the largest prize - linked bank account payout of
KD 1,500,000. 

Al-Najma Account can be opened by depositing KD
100, and customer should maintain a minimum amount of
KD 500 to be eligible to enter all draws on Al-Najma
Account prizes. As for the chances of winning, the more
balance a customer maintains in Al-Najma Account, the
more chances the account holder will get to win, the
account also offers additional benefits like the ATM card,
a credit card against customer’s account and all CBK
banking services that customer can enjoy.

The bank revealed that Al-Najma account is available
to everyone, and anyone can open Al-Najma account
through CBK mobile application in simple steps from
anywhere and at any time.    

Burgan Bank reveals
winners of Yawmi 
Account draw
KUWAIT: Burgan Bank announced yesterday
the names of the daily draw winners of its Yawmi
account draw, each taking home a cash-prize of
KD 5,000.
The lucky winners are: 
1. Hiyam Ali Alawam
2. Khaled Faisal Al-Subaie
3. Sheikh Mubarak Faisal Al-Sabah
4. Abdlredha Ali Albaghli
5. Aishah Ali Akbar

In addition to the daily draw, Burgan Bank also
offers a quarterly draw with more chances to win
higher rewards, offering the chance to one lucky
customer to win KD 125,000 every three months.
The Yawmi Account offers daily and quarterly
draws, wherein the quarterly draw requires cus-
tomers to maintain a minimum amount of KD 500
in their account for two months prior to the draw
date. Additionally, every KD 10 in the account will
entitle customers to one chance of winning.  If the
account balance is KD 500 and above, the
account holder will be qualified for both the quar-
terly and daily draws.  

Burgan Bank encourages everyone to open a
Yawmi account and/or increase their deposit to
maximize their chances of becoming a winner. The
higher the level of the deposit, the higher the like-
lihood to win. 

Growth worries
boost demand for 
safe haven assets
KUWAIT: Last week was light for the US economy in
terms of economic releases. Nevertheless, the major
inflows into the US government 10-year treasury
bonds sent yields tumbling to 1.126 percent, a level not
reached since February of this year. Global growth
worries continues to intensify and boost demand for
safe-haven assets as the spread of the Delta variant is
casting worries on investors and their sentiment.
Interest rate hike probabilities in the US have declined
since the beginning of July when the market was pric-
ing at least 1 hike towards the end of 2022. However,
the market became more hesitant amid continued
developments of the global health condition in the
pace of the recovery for the world’s largest economy
and is currently pricing an 81 percent chance of a hike
in February of 2023. 

Markets react
Volatility was the theme of last week with treasuries

fluctuating from a low of 1.126 percent to a high of
1.313 percent reacting to global growth concerns and
investors’ sentiment. Equities had a similar movement
with between reaching 4-week lows and then recoup-
ing the losses to end the week on par as earnings opti-
mism pushed global stocks back towards record highs
despite mixed date. 

ECB policy meeting
The European Central Bank has made significant

changes to the working of its forward guidance in last
week’s policy meeting. The changes reflected revisions
to its monetary policy framework announced earlier
this month. The general council “expects the key ECB
interest rates to remain at their present or lower levels
until it sees inflation reaching two per cent well ahead
of the end of its projection horizon and durably for the
rest of the projection horizon and it judges that real-
ized progress in underlying inflation is sufficiently
advanced to be consistent with inflation stabilizing at
two per cent over the medium term”. 

During the press conference, ECB president
Christine Lagarde clarified that the new guidance has
three legs: that 2 percent has to be reached “well
ahead” of the end of the forecast horizon, that inflation
should remain there “durably” for the rest of the fore-

cast horizon, and that the Governing Council (GC) will
have to decide whether the progress towards the new
2 percent aim is “sufficiently advanced.” She then went
on to clarify that “well-ahead” can be interpreted as
the mid-point of the inflation forecast.

The single currency fluctuated throughout the week
from 1.1750 to 1.1830 before closing the week lower at
1.1771. 

Eurozone PMIs
The eurozone composite PMI showed a sharper-

than-expected increase in July, rising from 59.5 to 60.6
with economists expecting a reading of 60.0. That rep-
resents the strongest reading since July 2000. The
manufacturing PMI fell from 63.4 to 62.6, broadly in
line with consensus of 62.5.  Hence, the upside surprise
came in services, where the activity index jumped from
58.3 to 60.6 beating expectations of 59.3.

UK PMIs saw a sharp slowdown in July, with the
manufacturing index down from 63.9 to 60.4 and
below expectations of 62.4 and the services index
down from 62.4 to 57.8 which was also lower than the
consensus of 62.0.Both the manufacturing and servic-
es headline readings were the weakest since March
2021, while an optimism index for the composite PMI
(of all sectors) fell to its lowest in nine months, as the
delta variant took hold in the UK. Of all firms surveyed,
32 percent mentioned an increase in output while 16
percent reported a drop. Of the latter group, this was
attributed to “severe shortages of raw materials and
the impact of COVID-19 isolation on staff availability”.

UK retail sales
Retail sales figures released last week in the UK

indicated solid gains of 0.5 percent versus the expect-
ed decline of 0.1 percent on monthly basis. As plans for
the UK economy to resume normally, the spread of
other coronavirus variants are casting doubts on the
prospect of the timeline required for the country to
resume its course normally.  The cable have been
resilient this past week as it reached a 3-month low of
1.3572 but was able to reverse the movement and
climb back to opening  level of 1.3787.

Prices remain in range
Oil prices took a dip on Monday and Brent fell

below the $70 mark for the first time since early June.
The movement was reversed on Tuesday and Brent
prices climbed above the $70 level and closed the
week at $74.10.

Kuwait                                                                                                                  
Kuwaiti dinar
USD/KWD closed last week at 0.30070

IMF board okays 
big lending hike 
for poorest nations
WASHINGTON: The IMF board announced it had
approved a massive increase in its ability to provide
interest-free loans to low income countries to help
them recover from the pandemic’s economic destruc-
tion. The COVID-19 crisis has drained resources set
aside for these countries-most are which are in sub-
Saharan Africa-far faster than anticipated, and their
needs will remain high, the International Monetary
Fund said.

The changes, which the IMF board approved July
14, include a 45 percent increase in the limits on nor-
mal lending, and removes altogether the caps on
access for the poorest countries.

However, officials made clear the IMF is not offer-
ing nations a blank check. “The decision to raise
access limits is not a directive to lend more across all
IMF programs-rather, it provides the flexibility to pro-
vide more zero interest financing for countries with
strong economic programs to handle the pandemic
and the path to full recovery,” said Sean Nolan, deputy
director of the Strategy Policy and Review
Department. The Washington-based crisis lender pro-
vides the financing largely through “multi-year lending
arrangements,” unlike in 2020, when most aid was
pushed out through emergency programs that dis-
bursed immediately and were not conditioned on eco-
nomic policies.

The fund dramatically increased its financing to
poor nations last year, eight times higher than the
average in the prior three years, and said demand “is
projected to continue at elevated levels for several
years.” The IMF also is working to boost funding for
its Poverty Reduction and Growth Trust (PRGT) to
provide the zero-interest loans, calling for an initial
injection of about $4 billion, including from member
contributions.—ÅFP

‘Patient’ ECB vows 
longer support as 
virus risks grow
FRANKFURT: European Central Bank chief Christine
Lagarde warned of growing economic “uncertainty”
caused by the fast-spreading Delta variant of the
coronavirus, as the bank pledged to keep support for
the eurozone in place for longer. “The euro area econ-
omy is rebounding strongly,” Lagarde said. “But the
pandemic continues to cast a shadow, especially as the
Delta variant constitutes a growing source of uncer-
tainty.” The highly contagious variant-which has
forced renewed restrictions in several countries-could
dampen the recovery “in services, especially in tourism
and hospitality,” she added.

Lagarde said the ECB would show “patience” in
helping the 19-nation currency club through the health
crisis, signaling that key interest rates would stay lower
for longer. Thursday’s meeting of the ECB’s 25-mem-
ber governing council was the first since the bank
unveiled a new inflation target of two percent, ditching
the previous goal of “close to, but below two percent”.

In a revamped “forward guidance” statement released
after the meeting, closely scrutinized by markets for
hints on future policy moves, the ECB said rates would
stay at record-low and even negative levels until infla-
tion is seen “durably” reaching the new target.

Governors also made no tweaks to their 1.85-tril-
lion-euro ($2.2 trillion) pandemic emergency bond-
purchasing program (PEPP), the bank’s main tool to
counter the virus impact.

The ECB’s ultra-loose monetary policy measures
are aimed at keeping credit cheap in the eurozone to
encourage spending and investment. Lagarde said the
“easier to understand”, updated guidance underlined
the ECB’s “commitment to maintain a persistently
accommodative monetary policy stance”.

ING bank economist Carsten Brzeski was under-
whelmed however, calling the new language from the
ECB “old wine in new bottles”.

German worries 
Some disagreement has emerged among ECB gov-

ernors about when to start weaning the euro area off
the massive stimulus. But concerns about the increase
in coronavirus infections appears to have hit pause on
the debate, with Lagarde saying “none of us would
want to tighten prematurely” and risk derailing the
rebound.

She said the PEPP purchases will remain in place

until at least the end of March 2022, or until the ECB
“judges that the coronavirus crisis phase is over”.
German Chancellor Angela Merkel earlier Thursday
warned of “exponential growth” in COVID-19 infec-
tions, after a period of relatively low numbers allowed
the country to ease curbs on hotels, restaurants, shops
and other businesses.

Surging prices 
During her press conference, Lagarde was grilled

about the bank’s new inflation target, which she has
described as a more “simple” and “symmetric” goal,
meaning the bank will allow inflation to temporarily
overshoot or undershoot before stepping in. The
tweaked inflation goal is the main outcome of an 18-
month strategic review at the ECB-its first since 2003.

Eurozone inflation has been stubbornly low for
years despite extraordinary stimulus efforts from the
ECB. But global consumer prices have surged in recent
months, driven by one-off factors linked to the pan-
demic such as post-lockdown demand and supply
chain bottlenecks.

Investors are on red alert over the price hikes
owing to fears they could force policymakers to raise
interest rates, hindering the post-COVID recovery.
Lagarde said the jump in eurozone inflation-at 1.9 per-
cent in June-”is expected to be mostly temporary”,
and the ECB will look through it.—AFP


